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Operating and Maintenance Instructions
S300/E300 open eyebath.
The unit is manufactured according to ANSI Z358.1 - 2009. We recommend the unit be fed
from potable water and where necessary a non-return check valve should be fitted to the
supply pipe feeding the unit. The supply pipework should be sized at a minimum 1/2”
diameter with a pressure of 2 bar g.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
1. Position unit at correct height (approximately 1M from floor) in a suitable
unobstructed well lit area.
2. Bolt to wall or bolt pedestal(if fitted) to floor
3. Connect water to inlet and flush out the eyebath to test for leaks and efficient
operation.

MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS
1. Ensure unit has a maintenance contract in place.
2. Test eyebath for good operation weekly as per ANSI.
3. Unit should be serviced and cleaned regularly at least every six months in order to
ensure proper operation.
4. Clean the unit with non abrasive cleaners only. Replace any signs or tape when
required.
5. Remove eyebath nozzles, inspect and disinfect every six months.
6. Replace eyebath nozzles annually
7. Check all fastenings every 6 months.
8. Report any non conformances.
9. Update service contract

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Push plate to operate eyebath (or step on additional foot treadle if fitted).
To Turn off pull forward the push plate.
The valves remain open during the whole washing process.
Seek medical assistance after use.

Please note: If a scald valve is fitted, it is factory set at 38 deg C. It will release incoming
water to the floor if the water temperature exceeds 38 deg C.
If a pressure reducing valve is fitted it is factory set at 2-3 bar to ensure correct flow from
the unit.
Please do not adjust.
For any help or advise, please contact the maintenance department at Showers & Eyebaths
Services Ltd.
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